WORKSHEET
OCTOBER 2020

FREE THE MIND

STALKING THE MIND

1

In your journals for a two week period I want you to practice stalking your
mind.
This literally means watching and observing the thoughts, stories and beliefs
that do the rounds in your own mind. You obviously won’t be able to catch
every moment and please don’t get obsessive about it, but write in your
journal particular messages, stories and beliefs that you observe repeating
themselves.
When you’ve been triggered, had an argument, are having an uncomfortable
experience – observe what story your mind is telling you, what is the
narrative.
And write it all down.
Do not try to analyse it, just do it religiously.
And then at the end of the two weeks, notice what insights, aha moments you
see about what are the stories that are LIVING you.

2

Following on from question 1, what is the story that is living you? And how
does this survival story impact, create and contaminate your experience of
reality in the world?

3

Can you see, even for a moment, that it is a story and it is not truth?

4

Next time this story rises try to be the watcher and observer of it rising.
Seeing it as a story. Keeping some space between who is watching it and the
story itself.
Notice if this offers another opportunity on how to behave, respond or
possibilities you couldn’t quite see before.
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PRACTICE
For 7 consecutive days I invite you to meditate for a minimum of
20min each sitting to drop into the silence and stillness beyond the
mind.
Write in your journals and share in the group any insights or shifts that
come to you from this.
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